THOUSANDS OF VIRGINIANS WILL CHEER WHEN THE VIRGINIA LEAVES THE WAYS

THE VIRGINIA AS SHE LOOKS ON THE WAYS AT NEWPORT NEWS.

CONGRESS CAN'T DENY VIRGINIA

Mr. Cleveland denies that he invited Fred Douglas.

Prize's sermon caused a suicide.

LOVELY EASTER ROSES CAUSE RECIPIENTS' DEATH

Death may lurk in sweet kisses.

RUSH FOR THE PARKER BAND WAGON

Will be a stampede when New York instructs.

Time not ripe for a southern man.

Rush for the Parker Band Wagon

Will be a stampede when New York instructs.

Time not ripe for a southern man.

POLLOCK IS FORMIDABLE FOR LOWER BRANCH

Biddle and Allen in pretty race

Many are out for the council

Biggest fights are in Madison Ward.

Dabney and Allen in pretty race

New Ward lines throw these in opposition to one another.
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Mr. Cleveland denies that he invited Fred Douglas.

Prize's sermon caused a suicide.

Lovely Easter roses cause recipients' death

Death may lurk in sweet kisses.

Many are out for the council

Biggest fights are in Madison Ward.

Dabney and Allen in pretty race

New Ward lines throw these in opposition to one another.